Summer 2019

Newsletter #4
A WORD FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Dear members,
Another season is coming to its end – time to look back, and to look ahead.
The major difference between the season 2018-19 and the season before was that we
lost several young, but nevertheless experienced players who took their bac exams and
then left for Finland, Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, Great Britain (and even Australia).
This clearly had an impact on both Adults and U19 which, in spite of good new players
joining the teams, from time to time had to struggle to present a team in the league
games. Still, we managed to play all our games, except for one, rescheduled to the day
before Christmas Eve. The Adults team even developed a certain tactical skill to stand
up against teams with twice as many players and finished once again in third place in
Division 2. U19 had a hard time after Christmas, but nevertheless managed to gather 5
points and position 8 in the league.
For comparison, U16 had no problem at all with lack of players. After receiving several
players from U13 plus a number of other new players, we saw sometimes more than 25
players in practice, and real good results in the games that finally ranked us number 5 in
the league. U13 could not repeat the fantastic victory of 2017/18, but managed well to
keep the standard with a number of new players in the team and a third place in the end.
(continued on p.2)
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(continued from p. 1)
To conclude, a good season, and I
would like to say THANK YOU to everyone who contributed to this. For more
details, read the separate articles
about each team.

Beyond the regular practice and
league games, two other events stand
out a bit the past season. The first one
is the Special Olympics Games in Beveren, where our sideboards and goal
cages were used in the floorball tournament. Those of you who have been
involved in Tigers for some years probably remember the boost we felt
when we got real sideboards, and I
think the players in the Special Olympics Games experienced the same

PRACTICE SETUP NEXT
SEASON
Practice starts first week of September as follows:
U13:

European School,
Wednesdays 17:45-19:00

U16:

European School,
Wednesdays 18:45-20:30

U19+Adults: Kraainem,
Tuesdays, 19:00-20:30
and Roodebeek,
Thursdays, 20:00-21:30
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thing – and everyone should have the
chance to do his/her favourite sport
under the proper conditions. I was
present at the games the first day and
really did enjoy the atmosphere –
come and see for yourself next year!
The second event is
the Tigers 10 year
anniversary. FC
Kraainem Tigers saw
the light of day in
March 2009, after a
merge of the Woluwe
Tigers, with a core of
young players from
the European School,
and the Adults team
Speedhoc Brussels.
There have been ups
and downs during the
years, but all in all we
have together managed to keep the Tigers running and
growing, with more
players, more practice
hours, and – from
time to time – top
notch results in the BFF leagues. This
is something to celebrate – like we did
on 16 June.
Looking into next season, and based
on our lack of players born 2002-2003,
we have decided not to register a
team in the U19 league. Instead, our
plan is to keep the combined U19 and
Adults practice like the past season
and to let U19 players participate in
the Adults D2 games when this is
deemed appropriate, and we hope

this will be well received among the
players. U16 will have a pretty big
number of players, and we hope to
keep them up and running, which in
turn will give a good core for a new
U19 team in a year or two. U13 finally
retains a core from this season, and
we know from experience that some
new players typically join when school
starts again in September. And last but
not least we will most likely start up a
U10 practice group – more details to
come.
Concerning league games on home
ground, we are happy to announce
that we will host two league rounds
next season – make a note in your
calendar for U13 on 16 November and
Adults/D2 on 15 March!
For the rest, it is pretty much business
as usual: we plan to keep the basic
practice set-up from this season, the
financial status is good – and we need
referees. Anyone who can volunteer
here, or help out in any other way at
club or team level, is most welcome to
contact us.
Finally, this is the last time I write
something as Tigers president. After
eight years in the board, it is due time
for some renewal, and I’m happy to
welcome Janne Katajamäki (father of
Joel in U16) and Radek Pilar (father of
Jakub and David in U13) as new board
members. And I will probably not disappear completely from Tigers …
Enjoy a well-deserved break and welcome back in early September!
Anders

News from the General Assembly
On 20 May, the Tigers held their annual General Assembly. As required by
Belgian law, the financial result for the
fiscal year 2018 was adopted and the
Board granted discharge for that exercise.
The composition of the Board has
changed: Anders Ericsson has reached
the end of his second four-year term in
the Board and does not stand for a
new term. David Hadrousek, has expressed his wish to resign from the
Board as well.

Janne Katajamäki and Radek Pilar were
elected as new Board members.
Given the good financial result of last
season, the Board informed the GA of
its intention to reduce membership
fees by €25 per player. The intended
membership fees for the season 201920 are:

 250 € for adult players (born 2000 or
earlier)

 220 € for youth players (born 2001
or later)

U13: Embrace change
After the incredible U13 season 2017
-2018, it was a bit hard to know
where we would stand, considering
that as many as nine players had
taken the step up to U16. Most of
our “natural scorers” had moved on
to U16, but we still had a solid core
of good players, in particular on the
defense, and also several keen newcomers. I can especially mention
David, who after a season on U8
license could finally take the step to
U10 and be allowed to join his older
brother Jakub on the field, after a
season of patiently watching the
games from the side.
In any case, a different strategy
would be needed. Last season, we
scored a huge number of goals, but
we also conceded loads, so the first
ambition would be to concede fewer
goals than last
season and
then just see
where that
would take us.
To put it another way:
instead of winning games by
scoring more
goals than we
concede, we
would need to
concede fewer
goals than
we’d score, if
you can see the
difference in
nuance.

with a 1 – 5 loss, but with good play
from the team and keeping the
scoreline down each period. This
ended a string of no less than 15
consecutive wins for the U13 team.
After Christmas, we would find ourselves in the Top group - a group of
the top three teams from the East
and West division respectively, and
first up was a game against Juventus
Floorball Club. Again, we were curious to see where we would stand,
and it turned out that this season’s
U13 team really had it in them to
keep focus and work hard for the
team. This great attitude from all
players helped to seal a narrow 6-5
victory and we could now look forward to yet an encounter with La
Hulpe.

quite a different team than in the
first round, proved really tight and
ended 3 – 0 in Tigers’ favour (0-0, 1-0,
2-0), and this was followed by an
equally tight 2 – 1 win over Atom
Eagles. Very low scores for youth
games and an indication of the quality
and structure of all teams (Tigers as
well as opponents) across the field.
Our last game of the season would
then be against Fireballs Tielt, with
whom we were in the running for
2nd place after La Hulpe, who
proved to be unstoppable this season. We started somewhat shakily
and were down 3-0 after the first
period, but the players pulled themselves together and managed to win
the other two periods by 3 – 2,
which took us really close, but in the
end Fireballs stood as the deserving
winner 7 – 6, which meant we ended
on 3rd place.
To conclude the season, I must say
that the U13 team did an amazing
effort to play so well in all their
matches. Everyone gave their most
and stood up for each other, helping
each other across the entire field.
We also had a lot more structure
across the entire field, as the numbers also show:

The first match was against newly
formed U13 team Panthers d’Hannut,
which we could win rather comfortably by 16 – 3. This was followed by a
game against Strijtem White, where
again we played a very solid game to
win 7 – 1 and by now it was clear
that this year’s
Tigers team would be able to do
quite well indeed.

That game was played in the La Hulpe
hall and again the foxes proved
stronger than the tigers. Although we
did manage to keep a 2-2 score after
the first period, we were not able to
resist the attacks, nor were we able to
get through the rock-solid defense of
La Hulpe. The final score was 8 – 2 for
La Hulpe and not misleading in any
way - the better team won.

The two following games also went
fine with two clear wins over
Strijtem Green and Tornado Brussels, meaning that the game against
La Hulpe would then be the one to
decide the top spot in this East division of the U13. Les Renards de La
Hulpe proved to have a very strong
team this year and the game ended

This did not get our spirits down too
much. After the Juventus game we
know we’d be able to hold our
grounds against all the teams that
remained, and the team sure played
well.
The game against Strijtem White,
now “maxed” for the top group and



A total of 68 goals were scored
by the Tigers, but spread across
so many players that we do not
even have one player in the top
10 of the league’s scorers table.



We conceded a total of 35
goals, much less than previous
season and meeting the initial
ambition by miles.

What is particularly nice is that many
new players, as well as some players
that took perhaps a bit of secondstage role in the previous season,
performed so well. All players have
made very good progress during the
season and I am confident that we
can look forward to a very interesting 2019 – 20 season as well.

Lars
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U16: „You make your own luck”
After the transition of the previous
year, the 2018/19 season saw our
U16 team again coming back for
more. This time the U16 was on the
good side of the „gap“ in Tigers demographics: after summer we bid
adieu to Matej, Adam and Krystof
who joined U19, but we welcomed a
whole bunch of new players from
previous year’s U13 champions (Jan,
Paul, Joel, Martin, Kaarlo, Carl, Ilmari, Henrik) and several newcomers (Aaro, Albert, Matias, Lauri).
The new team brought together a
good mix of toughened felines and
sharp young cubs, many of them
with experience with the older age
category already from last year. Our
ranks became considerably more
numerous and stable. With plenty of
defensive and offensive players eager to show off their skills, the beginning of the season looked quite
promising. Only one little question
remained open: Who would be the
goalkeeper?
Initially, the answer was to be a rotation of field players in the goal. In
the first game of the season, it was
Henrik’s turn as volunteer – and we
couldn’t have made a better choice!
After we had scored four goals in
short time right at the beginning of
the game against Aalst, Henrik made
several great saves and prevented
the opponent from almost equalizing
the score in the third period. Thanks
to fearless play and traditional Tigers’
team spirit we more than made up for
the absence of several older players
and brought home an 8:6 victory.
We would have been happy to continue without a dedicated goalie, but
this was going to be a different season – a season where coaches’ wishes would come true… Well, definitely
this time, because the missing piece
fell in place just a few days after the
first game. Vaclav, goalkeeper for
two youth teams in the Czech club
Jesenice, moved to Brussels in the
summer and was looking for a new
club. Time for the incredibly efficient
Tigers admin machine under the
steering of our president Anders to
go into high gear! Result? Within
exactly 2 days, 20 hours and 23

minutes after the first contact
Vaclav’s international transfer in the
rectangle between 2 clubs and 2
floorball federations was concluded!
With the freshman in the goal, it was
high time to test our strengths
against the reigning champions from
Fireballs Tielt. Our re-arranged lineups with Martin and Ondrej as stand
-in for missing defenders needed
some time to find a common language, but after a weaker first period
the team got its act together. The
wingers started running on higher
octanes and Carl cheered up the
mood with the 2:2 equalizer through
a free-hit some 15 seconds before
the second break. Common effort
resulted in two goals that turned
around the score to our advantage in
the final period: Henrik, back in his
traditional post, released a matchwinning surface-to-air missile after a
pass from U13 guest Stepan, and
Aaro confirmed the victory with his
4th goal of the season. Final result
4:2 for the Tigers!
The autumn months brought other
cheerful moments: In October, the
Board decided to buy some additional boarding segments for Woluwe.
This meant that from now on we
could set-up different rink sizes or
even build two separate rinks and
practice in two groups. The investment greatly improved the quality and
variability of the training process.
Another special event came in November when our team had the
pleasure to encounter a national
team. The Belgian national female
U19 team was practising in La Hulpe

Tigers U16 & female Team Belgium U19
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and invited our U16 for a friendly
game. Good opportunity for us to
present for the first time ever in our
ranks Romain from U13 in the goal
and Axel, our new big (in both senses) reinforcement from Sweden. It
was great fun and definitely an exhilarating experience for the young
ladies and gentlemen.
November was also the month of the
first defeat, against a very strong
Floorballteam Strijtem. We didn’t
lack effort or fighting spirit, but
Strijtem had some very sharp shooters and showed clearly that they
would be one of the serious contenders for the league title (which they in
fact won in the end). We took away
some hard-learned lessons and a good
final period with equal score thanks to
goals from Carl and Ilmari.
The rest of the calendar year brought
a gritty 4:2 win against Atom Eagles
with the motto “Scruffy goals count as
well…” and our best performance so
far of the season against FBC Stimulo
Denderleeuw. Despite the 4:5 loss in
this very dramatic game, we demonstrated great improvement in our
tactical play and physical resilience.
We also showed some solid and selfsacrificing defending during several
penalties, including a long time with
just 3 players in the final minutes of
the match. Unfortunately, Stimulo
scored the winner less than two
minutes before the final whistle with
a great shot right in the corner.
Some video highlights from the referees' perspective of this exciting
match, including the cold-bloodedly
executed penalty shot by Rafael, can
be found on the Tigers’ facebook.

After Christmas, the Tigers upped
their game in the tough battle
against one of the candidates for
U16 title, Juventus. Facing a skilful
and athletic team, our squad successfully focused on close manmarking in own zone and active forechecking deep in the Juventus' half,
all this completed by flawless tactical
play by our centers. Juventus took
the lead in the middle of 1st period,
but we kept on trying and it paid off
a minute before the end of the period after good effort from Carl and
Ilmari. The 2nd period brought
chances on both sides and a 2 min
penalty for Martin, who reminded us
of the prohibition to play the ball
when lying or sitting down. But we
survived…
The 3rd period was a real thriller.
Despite our fearless defence the
best Juve player found a tiny crack
for his second assist of the game and
brought his team the lead. Two
minutes later Aaro cut through between two opposing defenders and
forced them to pull the handbrake.
The referees didn’t hesitate – penalty shot! Rafael showed nerves of
steel and nailed it yet again. After
that, we let the opponent once more
to find the way into our net, but it
was Rafael (after good preparatory
work from Mati) who rounded off
the score. Four minutes before the
end we repeated once more the
lesson about rule nr. 14, but we survived the penalty again, after a heroic dedication by all defending Tigers
during the box play. Motto of the
game: "You make your own
luck." (Carl)
In the meantime our U16 players
also continued in the wellestablished tradition of mutual support between Tigers teams and several of them (Rafael, Axel, Kaarlo,
Viljami, Ondrej, Max V., Lauri, Martin, Jan, Vaclav) were willing to take
the challenge and help out the bigger guys in U19. They certainly
showed a big heart and promising
talent in those difficult matches. All
of them deserve big thanks and appreciation for courage and great
team spirit. Yet another example of

this collaboration was on display on
27 January 2019 when Axel played
his first match for the adults. What
better way to celebrate the 16th
birthday he completed a mere day
earlier…
During winter we continued with
intense and focused practice on
Wednesdays, and the effort surely
paid off in the early February game
against Tornado Brussels. A clean
sheet for goalie Vaclav and goals
from many players were a deserved
reward.
After that it
was traditionally time to
replace floorball sticks by
ski poles and
practice a bit of
carved turns.
As usual, the
league schedule didn’t take
the ski season
into account,
and with many
players off to
the slopes, the remaining U16 Tigers
could not quite match the Panthers of
Hannut (final score 3:10). Special credit for this game must be given to the
reinforcement from U13 (Anton, Tobias, Gaspard and Gustav).
After the return from snowy countries it was already time to finish the
rather short U16 season. And we did
so in style and on a high note,
beating on 23 March the traditional
rival Les Renards de La Hulpe 4:3 in
the best and most intense game of
the season. After being down 0:2 in
the first period the players dug deep
and came back to go to the first break
with a 3:2 lead. A tough second period
ended 3:3 and this score stayed until
the last minute of the game when
Henrik scored the winner. Overall an
epic fight, amazing win and the best
way to end the season.
The players showed a dedication and
love for floorball and thanks to their
regular presence and commitment
during practice they constantly developed both as athletes and person-

alities. For a coach, this visible improvement in skills and mentality is
very encouraging and the best reward. In this regard, the progress we
achieved as the team in the short
span of a school year is of much
greater value than the final ranking
(which was OK, but to be frank, it
doesn’t do us completely justice). I
would like to thank all players for
their hard work, positive attitude
and – last but not least – fun we had
together. I wish all the best to Rafael, Ondrej and Daniel in U19 and
good luck to guys who are leaving us

(Axel, Lauri). You were always
fighting like a true team, encouraging each other and never giving up.
Try to keep it up!
Special big thanks (with a capital B)
must go to all of you who spend your
precious time and energy to make all
this possible. Thanks a lot to Anders,
Jan and Radek for being present on
Wednesdays and co-leading the
practice. Big thanks to Lars and Andrew for coaching the team in the
matches. Thank you, Tomas, for
doing both. Immeasurable appreciation is due to our parents – thank
you for cheering for our team and all
your support. My personal gratitude
goes to the people running the club
and working for it behind the scenes:
Board members, referees, coaches
and the whole Tigers pack.
It was a pleasure to be part of the
big Tigers family for yet another
season. Have a great summer, and I
hope to see you many again in the
next season!
Jakub
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Final results of the season 2018/19
U13 TOP 2018/2019

Played

Victory

Draw

Loss

Avg

(GF-GA)

Points

1 Les Renards de La Hulpe

5

5

0

0

17

(27-10)

10

2 Fireballs Tielt

5

4

0

1

8

(29-21)

8

3 FC Kraainem Tigers

5

3

0

2

-2

(19-21)

6

4 FT Atom Eagles

5

2

0

3

8

(21-13)

4

5 Floorballteam Strijtem White

5

1

0

4

-8

(10-18)

2

6 Juventus Floorball Club

5

0

0

5

-23

(18-41)

0

Played

Victory

Draw

Loss

Avg

(GF-GA)

Points

1 FBC Stimulo Denderleeuw

9

8

0

1

59

(78-19)

16

2 Les Renards de La Hulpe

9

7

0

2

70

(97-27)

14

3 Fireballs Tielt

9

7

0

2

62

(88-26)

14

4 Juventus Floorball Club

9

6

0

3

22

(45-23)

12

5 TMD Aalst

9

5

0

4

23

(61-38)

10

6 Panthers de Hannut

9

3

2

4

-17

(31-48)

8

7 Floorballteam Strijtem

9

3

1

5

-25

(40-65)

7

8 FC Kraainem Tigers

9

1

3

5

-51

(25-76)

5

9 Black Cobra’s Gent

9

1

1

7

-59

(37-96)

3

9

0

1

8

-84

(15-99)

1

Get the anniversary T-shirt!
Limited edition shirt
Front: Tigers logo
Back: see image
Price: €12,50

U19 2018/2019

10 FT Atom Eagles
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U16 2018/2019

Played

Victory

Draw

Loss

Avg

(GF-GA)

Points

1 Floorballteam Strijtem

9

8

0

1

81

(103-22)

16

2 Juventus Floorball Club

9

7

1

1

51

(74-23)

15

3 Les Renards de La Hulpe

9

7

0

2

60

(86-26)

14

4 FBC Stimulo Denderleeuw

9

6

0

2

25

(65-40)

12

5 FC Kraainem Tigers

9

5

1

3

6

(45-39)

11

6 Les Panthers de Hannut

9

4

0

5

-6

(44-50)

8

7 Fireballs Tielt

9

3

0

6

-26

(47-73)

6

8 TMD Aalst

9

2

0

7

-45

(50-95)

4

9 FT Atom Eagles

9

2

0

7

-29

(31-60)

4

10 Tornado Brussels

9

0

0

9

-117

(9-126)

0

Division 2 2018/2019

Played

Victory

Draw

Loss

Avg

(GF-GA)

Points

1 Les Panthers de Hannut

14

11

3

0

54

(98-44)

25

2 Juventus Bianconeri

14

8

4

2

26

(58-32)

20

3 FC Kraainem Tigers

14

8

0

6

-1

(51-52)

16

4 Black Cobra’s Gent A

14

7

2

5

34

(84-50)

16

5 Tornado Hurricanes

14

6

4

4

17

(65-48)

16

6 TMD Aalst Gold

14

5

2

7

6

(50-44)

12

7 Union Beynoise Unihockey

14

3

1

10

-42

(50-92)

7

8 Redskins Cherokees

14

0

0

14

-94

(23-117)

0
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U19: The season that almost didn’t happen
This was a season that almost did
not happen. A bunch of players left
the team after the 2017-18 season,
only a few remained and there were
not many U16 players coming up.
Nevertheless, thanks to Robin’s massive campaign in particular among
his friends at the European School,
the U19 Tigers did come back for the
2018-19 season. With a lot of players
who did not play floorball on a regular basis until then (ice hockey player
here, American football player
there), but certainly with energy and
enthusiasm.

Go Tigers!

Given the circumstances, we had a
good season. We beat Floorballteam
Strijtem in an epic game that had
Robin the captain score the heartbreaking goal in the dying moments
of the third period (7:6). We also had
three draws that possibly could have
gone either way (5:5 against Black
Cobra's Gent, 3:3 against Panthers
de Hannut and 3:3 against FT Atom
Eagles).
So we finished eighth place (out of
ten) in the final ranking with 5 points
and 25-76 goal difference.
And a temporary good-bye from U19
Tigers. There are not enough players
for the 2019-20 season (those who
are left will continue to practice and
play with the adult team which - as
some of them acknowledged, is a lot
of fun too).
But stay tuned, U19 Tigers will be
back soon. We promise!
The team’s top scorer by the way –
Juho Haapala with 6 points (4+2).
David
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Tigers Adults: Re-inventing themselves
Looking back at the Tigers Adults
team performance in the 2018-19
season in the Belgian 2nd Division,
finishing 3rd place has been an excellent outcome for a challenging
season.
There is little predictability for the
expat teams in terms of player turnout, and this season it was truer than
ever. Nevertheless, our boys in
stripes performed above expectations, which
shows the great
composure the
team had. The
season was
extremely tight
and every game
provided an
exciting opportunity to show
what the Tigers
are capable of.
The 2018-19
Tigers campaign
carried massive
changes for the
team. We faced
the regular
challenges of an
expat team, with multiple players
leaving the team after last season most notably our notorious U19
crew, which had dominated the Belgian youth divisions for the past
three years. This meant five of our
last season’s topscorers were absent
from the campaign, plus numerous
other important players.
This player turnover had a huge impact on the goal difference. In 201718 the Tigers scored nearly 100
goals, conceding 58 goals. In the
2018-19 season the King of the Jungle scored 51 goals, conceding 52. It
is a slight surprise how well the team
performed with a 16 point tally out
of 28 possible points, compared to
the 20 from previous year. The result
highlights some key factors of the
season:

 The defensive performance improved, as teams tactics developed into a much higher focus on
defence

 The goals were scored when the
goals were needed. Four (half) of
our victories were by only one

goal margin

 This year’s 2nd Division was more
tight than before, with three
teams finishing with 16 points,
Tigers being on top of these with
most victories (no draws)

 The team brought multiple new
(and returning) players to the line
ups, who performed excellently
with the new tactics

The situation was reflected on the
training ground, as the team emphasized a lot the defensive practice,
focusing on areal defending more
than in the previous seasons. The
aim was to focus on playing under
pressure, as - especially in the earlier
part of the season – the Tigers struggled to find enough players for the
matches. There were multiple games
in which the team managed to field
only five to seven field players. A
fiercely defending team performed
well despite often being outnumbered, and managed to take full
points from some of these encounters.
Things got better with several younger players joining the team when
needed. A special mention to Adam,
Axel, Erkan, Joel, Lars, Leo and
Krystof, all of whom debuted in the
Adult level this season. The team
was also joined by a great number of
new core players, who became swiftly crucial for the team, including
Andrius, Anton G, Johannes, Marek
and Ondrej, plus the returning Ti-

ger's alumni, Karl & Ondrej.
Many of the new Tigers showed
great commitment to the team and
were the key to a successful season.
The Tigers more experienced regulars, Anton N, Daniel, Jakub, Michal
and Pasi always turned out to make
key contributions to the team when
facing a tight match. A special shout
out to our previous U19 goalkeeper
Robin who reinvented himself as a
forward, becoming the top
scorer of the
team.
Fortune favours
the bold, or as
Louis Pasteur
said, chance
favours the
prepared. Many
of the D2 opponents were
more skilled
and set up tactically compared
to the previous
season, which
made both
boldness and
preparedness crucial for the matches. The focus, tactical commitment
and Tiger's team spirit crystallised
when playing under pressure and
many of the players outperfomed
themselves on regular basis. The
season brought many exciting memories from tight substitute-less defensive victories to beautiful and
decisive goals, including Pasi's halfway line sniping, Robin's filthy
bouncing over the keeper and Kalle's
game-winner against the Cobra's.
With the summer on our doorstep,
the Tiger's team is set to relax during
off-season and mentally prepare for
the next one. As always, we are looking forward to introduce new Tiger's
juniors and other floorball enthusiasts to the team next year. The team
is much anticipating another year of
the famous "Kraainem Tigers Sexy
Floorball" in the Belgian 2nd Division!"
Ilkka
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Ten years of floorball fun
On 16 June, our Floorballclub celebrated ten years of floorball fun. We
had a delicious buffet, a real Tiger, a
Swedish DJ, exciting competitions
and a quiz, and generally good fun.

10
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Join the Tigers
The Kraainem Tigers have more than
ten years of experience in the Belgian
floorball scene. With around 80 licenced players, we have three teams
taking part in national competitions.
Our setup is quite international and we
always welcome new players. Our goal
is to have fun while playing seriously
and we place an emphasis on the
development of our youth teams.
Interested? Please get in touch!
www.facebook.com/KraainemTigers
www.tigerskfc.eu

Take note for next season:
Membership fee

Practice start

Adults players (born 2000 or earlier): €250 First week of September
Youth players (born 2001 or later): €220

U10 practice

Families with more than one player: €50
reduction for any additional player

The club will experiment with a U10 team.
For a start, there will be a one-hour practice with Ondrej at the Kraainem hall
every two weeks on Tuesday at 18h. Depending on the interest, this could be
extended. To know more, contact the
Board.

Please pay the membership fee to the
Tigers account - the sooner, the better:
IBAN: BE17 8601 0764 4821
BIC: NICABEBB
First league games (details coming up)
Saturday 14 Sept: U13
Saturday 28 Sept: U13
Sunday 29 Sept: Adults
Saturday 5 Oct: U16
Sunday 6 Oct: Adults
Saturday 12 Oct: U13

Protective eyewear
Since last season, U13 players had to wear
protective goggles during league games.
From next season on, this is extended to
the youngest players in U16 (born in
2006).
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